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NOTICE 1341 OF 2002

The Independent Communication Authority of South Africa (“the Authority”) gives
notice in accordance withsection 31 of the Independent Broadcasting Authority
Act,
of comments and
Act 153 of 1993 as amended thata€terdueconsideration
representations received pursuant to the published draft broadcast frequency plan,
it now has determined the Final Terrestrial Broadcast Frequency Plan and hereby
publishes the plan accordingly.
Copies of the pian are available from ZCASA offices a t Pinmill Farm, 164 Katherine
Street, Block D, Sandton and on the ICASA website httP://www.icasa.orc.za

MANDLA LANGA
CHAIRPERSON
ICASA
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1.1 Introduction

On the 1” of July 2000, the Independent Broadcasting Authority (IBA) and the South
African Telecommunications Authority (SATRA) merged and became the Independent
Communications Authority of South Africa (ICASA).
This frequency plan should have been published in October 2000, as a revision of the

Plan published in 1999, but due to amongst other things, the merger of the former IBA
It isimportant to notethatany
andSATRA,thereviewprocesshasbeendelayed.
reference to the IBA, in principle, refersto the ICASA.
Section 31(1) of the IBA Act, No. 153 of 1993, states that: ‘The Authority shall as soon
asmay

be reasonablypracticableafter

commencement of thisActpreparea

frequency plan whereby
the
maximum
number
frequencies
of
available
for
broadcasting services is determined’. Section

31@)(a) further indicates that the plan

must be reviewed annually.
The IBA published the first draft broadcast frequency plan
seconddraftandfinalplanin

in October 1995, and the

1999.Theplanhasagainbeen

revised andmany

frequencies have been added. The plan has now been categorised for Public, Private
and Community Broadcasting Services.
1.2 Purpose of the Terrestrial Broadcast Frequency Plan

The purpose of the Plan is to review the 1999 Plan and tolook at new considerations.

1.3 Focus of the Terrestrial Broadcast Frequency Plan
This document gives the current broadcasting frequency assignments in South Africa,
in the form of tables. This data is stored in the Independent Communications Authority
of South Africa’s (ICASA’s) electronic database. The current
drasticchanges

plan does not propose

to the existingfrequencyassignments.ThePlanisinlinewith

9
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international planning principles and the software used to make the new assignments
in the Plan is based on ITU recommendations.
The frequencies listed fall into one of three levels of assignment status. These levels
are:
(a) Frequencies assigned andin use (OPor OPE);
(b)Sparefrequencies

in the vicinity of an existing transmitting station site or

frequencies available for use in the vicinity of a theoretically determined
lattice node point (SP or SPA); and

(c) Frequencies licensed and awaiting finalisation of technical parameters or the
installation of transmitting equipment (LI or LC).
The information is provided in tables, which is structured to givethe

transmitting

station name, its co-ordinates, the frequency, the maximum effective radiated power
and the polarisation mode. In cases where the frequency is already in use, the name

oi the programme service is also given, together with the date it came on air. In each
czse, it is indicated into which of the three above-mentioned assignment-status levels
the frequencyfalls.
The Frequency Plan does

not make provision for any terrestrial digital broadcasting.

This necessity would be addressed in the next

revision of the Terrestrial Broadcast

Frequency Plan.

Ths Authority is aware of the backlog of frequencies, which has

to be co-ordinated

regionally and internationally and register them in the International Master Frequency
Register. The Authority has the intension to do this as a matter of urgency.
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2 Principles
of this Terrestrial Broadcast

The
following
principles
guided
the
development
Frequency Plan.
2.1

Promotion of Public, Private and Community Services (Categorisation

of

the Plan)
TheTerrestrialBroadcastFrequencyPlaniscategorisedintoPublic(PBS),Private
(PTE) and Community(COM) services. The categorisation took the following issues into
account:
0

Expressions of interest for private and community services.

0

The Triple Inquiry Report, including language obligations’.

0

Thecurrentlicensedbroadcastingservices.

0

The SABC radio language service expansion.
Coverage and ERPrequirements of broadcasters.

In theannualreview

of thefrequencyplan,theAuthoritywillreconsiderthe

categorisation of the frequencies and effect any categorisation changes that may be
necessary.
2.2

UniversalServiceObligations

Thefrequencyplanstrives

to reacha

balance betweenuniversalaccess

to

PBS

services and diversity within the categories of services. The FM Radio Plan will not be
able to provide 100% coverage to all the SABC’s language services. As a requirement
of the Triple Enquiry Report, SABC radio language services were to expand to target
populationcoveragefigures

of 80% within 18 monthsand

Section 3.12 indicates the current and planned expansion,

90% withinfiveyears.
in percentage population

coverage, of the SABC radio language services.
The Television Plan is aimed at providing three national

public services, four private

services and one community service in areas where frequencies are available.

11
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Section 3.1 contains figures on the number of frequencies available for the different
categories of broadcasting. The Broadcast Frequency Plan allows for an even spread
of PublicandCommunityfrequenciesthroughoutSouthAfrica.Frequenciesare
availableinlow-densitypopulationareaswherenoterrestrialbroadcastingcurrently
takes pla-e.

In future,digital

terrestrial andsatellitebroadcastingtechnologieswould

help to

increase capacityfor universal service obligations and diversity
of services.
2.3

Contribution to the Diversity Requirementof the IBA Act.

Section 2(a) of the IBA Act promotes a diversity of services. The Terrestrial Broadcast
Frequency Plan is aimed at contributing to diversity by amongst other things ensuring
audiences
have
access

to different categories of services.

It also
provides

frequencies at various Effective Radiated Power (ERP) levels. The variation in ERP is
more prominent for the FM and MW Radio Plans. There are some spare frequencies
in the table where categorisation

of the frequencies has been done but customised

planning has notyetbeencompletedandtheplantherefore

reflects theoriginal

provisions in theGE84/GE89 plan.
Television and Radio Self-Help stations will be limited to 50 Watts ERP’. Frequencies
will be available for all categoriesof self-help stations3.
2.4

Protection of National and Regional Identity, Character and Culture

The frequency distribution in South Africa attempts to give every citizen access
least one broadcast frequency for a service
greatestdemands,such

in his or her first language.

as Johannesburg,agreaternumber

to at

In areas of

of frequenciesare

grouped together to address this need.
The roll out of digital terrestrial and satellite broadcasting would go a long

way to help

with the problem of shortage of frequencies in some geographic areas.

’ See page8 of the Triple Inquiry Report 1995.

See Position paper on self-help. (SeHhelp stations existing before the effective date of this position may have an ERP Of more
than 50W).
See Discussion Paper on Self-helpstations
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2.5 Protection of Existing Broadcasting Services
The Terrestrial BroadcastFrequencyPlandoesnotdepriveany
broadcaster ofany

existing licensed

frequencies, although future assignments in thePlanmight

necessitate frequency changes to existing broadcasters. These changes will as far as
possible be limited to stations that have alow ERP and a small coveragearea4.

2.6 Protection of the Integrity and Viability of the Public Broadcaste?
Section 2(d) of the IBA Act advocates the
public broadcssting services. ThePlan

protection of the integrity and viability of
protects all operational PBSservicesand

reserves additional frequencies for public broadcasting.
The Plan categorises all public servics frequencies as PBS (operational and spare).
The frequencies used or reserved by the former TBVC states are included as PBS in
the frequency plan, however some of the frequencies that are not required for PBS
may be re-categorised to other services.
that can be used for PBS but

ICASA has identified additional frequencies

these still need to be co-ordinated with neighbouring

countries and the International Telecommunications Union (ITU).
These PBS frequencies
are

listed as
Spare

(SF') or Operational(OP)

status.

Television frequencies with a

low ERP (smaller than

1 kilowatt) w?re not considered

for co-ordination and
are

therefore marked
as

SPA or OPE. Uncoordinated

frequencies will be co-ordinated once this plan has been finalised.

2.7 Efficient Use of the Nationai Broadcast Frequency Spectrum'
Section 2(k) of the IBA Act, provides for the promotion of the most efficient use of the
broadcasting services frequency bands.
The Plan does not propose drastic changes to the existing frequency assignments. In
comparison with the initial Draft Plan of 1995, the revised Plan adds a large number of

FM and Television frequencies. ThePlan is also in line with international planning
Frequency changes will be made in accordance with section 51(a) of the IBA Act 153 Of 1993.
See also section 45(1) of the IBA Act 153 of 1993 on Public Broadcast Licences.
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principles andthesoftwareused

to make additional assignments is based on ITU

Recommendations.
It is also important to note that this plan differs drastically in the number of frequency

assignments, from that provided in theITURegional

African Frequency Assignment

Plans for television (GE89) and for VHF/FM sound (GE84).
The GE84 FM plan contained 101 1 frequencieswhile
frequencies.The
contains

the Plancontains

1431

GE83 Television plan contained 739 frequencieswhilethePlan
23; i

frequencies.

These

figures include all s5li-help and gap filler irequencies.
2.8

Fair C;ompetit,ionSerween Eraadcasting Services

Section 2 ( 0 ) mandates the .Authority to ensure fair competition between broadcasting
licensees.

In o r d ~ r;? h \ f i ! tnis manciais,
the
plan

allows, in mostcases,for

frequencies with sirnila: E3F”s (FTE anci PSS categories) in the same license areas.
Thiswill allow for fair scm?etition between different private broadcasters due to the
equal potentiai listener- anti viewer-ship from a transmitter site.
The responses for the expressions of interest for radio (community and private) were
taken into account in developing the Plan. The Community frequencies vary

in ERP

from area to areE, and sometimes in the same area, depending upon the coverage
requirements for each Community.
2.9

Promotion of Siabiiity in the Broadcasting Industry

See also section 31(1) of the IEA Act 153 of 1993

No. 23695
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2.10 Promotion of Research into Broadcasting Policy and Technology

2.10.1Terrestrial Digital Audio Broadcasting
The prevailing standard in the world at this point in time is the DAB-standard,
whichissynonymouswiththeEureka

147 standarddeveloped

South Africa has not yet formally adopted a
number of broadcastspectrumallocationsfor

in Europe.

terrestrial digital audio standard. A
DAB havebeenconsideredby

other countries for the implementation of DAB. The main options forDAB are:

0

0

Upper portion of television VHF band Ill, mainly channels 11 and 12. This
is an attractive option due to good coverage and much higher financial
viability.
L-band (1452 - 1492MHz, for both terrestrial and satellite), which provides
considerable additional capacity.
Existing terrestrial AM and FM frequency bands, although it is unlikely that
this option is a practical proposition.

The options chosen

need to be agreed upon for

the implementation of DAB in this

country. If the VHF Band Ill option is approved to be used for DAB then the existing
television services on channel 11 would have to be reallocated to the UHF TV band.
2.10.2Digital Terrestrial Television
The world is at this stage split between two standards. The one is the terrestrial
version of the DVB (Digital Video Broadcasting) family of standards for cable,
satellite and terrestrial transmission, which were all developed in Europe. This
DVB version is also known as DTT (Digital Terrestrial Television) and has been
the most adopted standard in the world so far with implementation in the UHF
television broadcasting frequency band.
The other standard was developed in North America and which is the only area
where it has
been
implemented.
Japan
is
standard.The

intending to develop its own

first direct to home digital television transmissionoccurredon

15
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satellite in 1995, which used the DVB standard. On satellite it is almost the only
standard being used.
2.18.3General

The Plan does not specify frequency assignments for new technologies

in the

current frequency listing. Separate frequency plans will have to be drawn up in
conjunction with the industry and the Southern African region.However,the
adoptionofthestandards

to be used in South Africa, considering all the

avaiiable standards, will first have to be done. This task has been
theMinisterwhohasappointedthe

Digital AdvisoryBody

initiated by

to look into the

standard to be used in South Africa.
Although digital technology needs to be introduced in the near future, which will
increase the capacity of the broadcasting bands, this technology cannot replace
the existing technology overnight as planning must take account of the masses

of analosue radio receivers in the market (estimated by the South African Radio
and Television Manufacturers Association to be of the order of 12 million). A
domestic receiver is estimated to have a life span of 10 years. This means that

for a new technology to be introduced, an analogue to digital migration process
willbe

required wherethe

simulcast mode for at least

existing technologymust

be keptrunning

in a

a period equivalent to the life span of the receiver.

A subsidisation of new receivers may accelerate the migration process but the
cost thereof could be a major stumbling block. The key issue involved is not to
disenfranchisethe public and to allowthem sufficient time to acquire digital
receiving equipment.
For television, anotherkey

issue will bethe policy in connection with digital

receivers, whish should be based on universal

units with a standard software

operating system, like the Home Media Platform that is now being established
in Europe.
In pursuant to the ITU CouncilResolution

1185, the Radiocommunication

Bureau will be conveningaRegionalRadiocommunicationConference(RRC)
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concerning the introduction of digital broadcasting in the VHF/UHF bands to be
held in 2004 and 2005. The original intension of theRRC
European Broadcasting Agreement, Stockholm,

1961,

is to revise the

in the frequency bands

174-230 MHz and 470-862 MHz. However, in related discussions atthe 2001
session of the Council, Council members from some of the Member States from
theplanningarea

oftheRegionalAgreement

relating to the Planning of

VHF/UHF Television Broadcasting in the African BroadcastingAreaand
Neighbouring Countries, Geneva1989,expressedthewish

to convenea

to revise the
Geneva
1989

Regional
Radiocommunication
Conference
Agreement for the same purposes as those set

out in Resolution 1185 and to

combine it with theconference referred to in Resolution 1185. Theplanning
area may therefore be extended as a result of the additional consultations in
pursuance to CouncilResolution1180.Theexpectedaccomplishmentsfor
2002/2003 of the R R C are:
a

Conduct of studies with a view to establishing the technical basesforthe
intrcduction of digital broadcasting, including thedevelopment of planning
criteria, planningmethods,network

configurations, inter-service and intra-

service sharingand compatibility criteria for assessment of the different
sharing situations between digital broadcasting, analogue broadcasting and
other existing and planned servicesin the VHF and UHF bands.
with the
Conduct of studies related to development of necessary planning ~OGIS,
assistance of the Planning project team and theadministrations.
This work being undertaking by experts, would when completed, also be

helpful

for the development of the digital frequency plan.
2.1 1 The Constitution

In terms of the Constitution, the Authority acknowledges equal right to frequencies and
programme services.

00262701-6
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2.12 Coverage Contoursfor Different Broadcasting Services
TheAuthority has specified service contour levels in section 3.8 of this document.
These levels are in

line with international standards and are

used to determine the

coverage area of a broadcasting service. The coverage area (defined as the area, in
which the wanted field strength is equal to or greater than the usable-field strength) is
a function of all frequencies and associated specifications in the plan that will alter the
coverage
area,
depending

on the choice ofservice
the
contour.

,

2.13 Self- Help Stations

The Authority does not reserve frequencies for self-help stations due to the very low
powerusedandtheuncertainty

of the requirement. Assignments are

when required. Only operational

made as and

self-help frequencies are listed in Annexures B and

f. Self-Help frequencies should be proposed by the applicant.

2.14 Provincial Broadcasting

The piandoesnotseparatePBS

and regionalbroadcasting.

The frequenciesfor

regional broadcastingneed to be drawn from the available PBS assignments
2.15 Annual Review

Section 31(5)(a) statesthat the Authorityshallannuallyreview

the FrequencyPlan

determined interms of this section7.
2.16 Data Accuracy and Community Radio Frequency Plans

The accuracy of the data in the Broadcast Frequency Plan is of a crucial nature. As a
result, all comments on the accuracy and feasibility of the frequencies and associated
parameters, will be appreciated.
This plan reflects some corrections to the Community Radio Frequency Plans
published in June 1997. The corrections were effected in the interest of orderly

’See section 31(5)(a) of the IBA Act 153 of 1993
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will be takenintoaccountwhenfour-yearcommunity

2.17 Procedures for the Review
a

Publish nctice
a
on the
availability
of the Draft
Terrestrial
Broadcast
Frequency Plan and the request for representations in the Gazet?e8.

e

Consider the representations received and the comments on the Draft Plan.

=

lmpiementation o i changes to ti-s Ciait ?lac.

e

Publication of theFinalTerrestrialBroadcastFrequencyFlan.

a

Yearlyrevisions of the Terrestrial Broadcast Frequency P!an.

See section 31 (2) of the IBA Act regarding the publication of ?hedraft pian.
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3 The Frequency Planning and Assignment
Process
Background
3.1
Section 31 of the IBA Act (as amended) stipulates the following:

(I)

“TheAuthorityshallassoonasmaybereasonablypracticableafter

the

commencement of this Act prepare a frequency plan whereby the maximum
number of frequencies available for broadcasting services is determined”.
(2)

“In preparing a frequency plan in terms of this section, the Authority shall:

(a) have due regard to the reports of experts in the field of frequency planning and

to

internationally accepted methods for preparing such plans;
(b) take into account the existing frequencies used by broadcasting services; and
(c)

reserve
frequencies
on
all
bands
for

the different
categories

of

broadcasting licenses referred to in section 40(1), and publish its draft
plan by notice in the Gazette and in suchnotice invite interested parties

to submit their written comments and representations to the Authority
within such period as may be specified in such notice”.
(3) “After due consideration of the comments and representations (if any) received

pursuant to the notice referred to in subsection (2), theAuthority

shall

determine

the

frequency plan and cause such planto be published in the Gazette”.
(4)

(a)“Anyfrequency

plan determinedinterms

of this sectionand

comments and representations as have been

all such

received in response to

the notice contemplated in subsection (3),shall be kept at the offices of
the Authority and be available for inspection by members of the public
during the normal office hoursof the Authority”.
(b)TheAuthorityshallattherequest
suchfeeasmaybeprescribed
certified copy of
or

of any person and onpayment
(if any),furnishhim

orherwitha

extract
from
any
part
of
the
documentation

contemplated in paragraph (a)”.
(5)

(a) “The Authority shall annually review a frequency
in terms of this section.

plan determined

of

No. 23695 21
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(b)

Theprovisionsofsubsections
apply in relation

(2), (3) and (4) shall mutatismutandis

to any amendment contemplated in paragraph (a) of

this subsection".
The SABUSentech in consultation with the former Postmaster General drafted the original
broadcastingfrequencyplansforMediumWave,VHF/FMandVHF/UHF/Television
South Africa.. All theseplans,exceptthe

for

Medium Wave plan, wereinternationallyco-

ordinated and accepted by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU)

as being fully

in compliance with its regulations.
Aftertheestablishment

of theIBAin

1994, thesefrequencyplanswere

incorporated into an Interim Frequency Plan, based

on which the Authority

amended and
issued almost

100 newtemporarycommunity-broadcastinglicences.

This Interim FrequencyPlanwas

further amended to comply with the recommendations

of the then IBA's "Report on The

Protection
and
Viability

of

of Public
Broadcasting
Services;
Cross
Media
Control

Broadcasting Services; Local Television Content and South
the "TripleInquiryReport",August
priority,furtherassignmentswere

African Music" (referred to as

1995). Using an assignment method of g f ~ r e m ~ ~ t

made to caterfortheneeds

Broadcasters,andfrequenciesinthePlanwere

of CommunitySound

categorised asCommunity,Public,and

Private. The resultant frequency plan was published as a draft in the Government Gazette
for comment during October 1995. It was again amended, first published as a draft and
then as a final pian in i999.
The
Frequency
Plan
this
indocument
contains
all
the
foregoing
amendments andadditionalassignments

and the

referred to elsewhereinthisdocument.The

breakdown of the plan is as shown in Table 1.

The method of foremost priority is defined as choosing the most suitable and minimum interference frequency
for assignment at a
specific coordinate or location.

~
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MW

FM

SELF-HELP TOTAL

Private

19

214

1

234

Community

19

347

0

366

Public

15

779

37

83i

BROADCASTING
SERVICE CATEGORY
Sound

VHF UHF

Television

0

SELF-HELP

Private

54 1

Community

58

0

Public

640

612

160

701
58
*

Table 1: The Breakdown of the Frequency Planas per Categories
*

Most spare frequencies in the main network are used for self-help relay services.

During
the
time
that
the
Authority

has been
issuing
temporary
community

sound

identified in which a shortage

broadcasting licenses, various geographic areas have been

of frequencies exists. A Community Radio Frequency Plan, using an assignment method of
foremost priority has been compiled on a province-by-province basis. This plan contains all
FM and MF frequencies that are available for communitybroadcasting in all nine provinces.

Frequencies occupied by the current community broadcasters are not specified separately
as new appiicants can also apply for these.

The plan was aimed at providing the maximumnumber

of frequencies at the lowest

possible interference levels.Technical limitations andpopulation figures were used asa
guide.

The provincial community radio frequency plan is as shown in annexure D. The Provincial
frequencyplansdonotdistinguishbetweenfrequenciesfor

community of interest and

geographical communities. The Provincial frequency plans include MF frequencies that can
onlybe

used in specified areas. The frequenciesare

all above1269

kHz and have a

maximum EMRP of 1 kilowatt. ICASA will not consider an increase in the EMRP above 1
kilowatt for any of these frequencies. Due to frequency re-use, the night-time coverage may
be somewhat reduced due to interference from sky wave signals of stations operating on
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protect the24-hour

service contourfrom

interference.

3.2 Purposes of a Frequency Plan
A frequency plan has several purposes:
It allows ICASA to determine a broad strategic view on how it will distribute frequencies across thecountry;

It sets out the basis upon which
domain information aboutthe

licenses can be granted, and puts in the public
total numberandmix

of licenses thatcanbe

considered at a particular point in time;
It gives status to plannedassignments
masterfrequencyregister

so that theycanbeentered

into the

to be taken into account in all future planningand

interference potential assessments.This

is to preventotherassignments

changes being made, which might make the reserved frequency

or

unsuitable for

use;
A frequency plan must be demand and policy driven, and not technology driven.

Broadcasting policy formulation should not in general be required to work around
what might be an ideal engineering solution; and

To ensure South African Broadcasting is globally competitive.
The frequency plan is thus a significant policy document, with extensive engineering input
in order for it to be reliable and to ensure stability in a growing broadcasting industry.
The frequency plans for

FM sound and television broadcasting have been developed on the

basis of providing essentially the full range of services to the majority of the population.
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Compliance with Internationally Accepted Methods

of section 29 of theIBAAct,thefrequencyplansarebasedon

Asarequirement

internationally accepted practices andthelevels

of spectrumusageare

consistent with

international practice. The same basic planning assumptions providing substantially low interference service within the intended service area were used.
The
broadcasting
frequency
bands
are
pre-planned
and
throughthe

ITU to avoidmutuallyharmful

internationally co-ordinated
interference betweenneighbouring countries.

ThesebandsaretheMediumWave(MWor

MF), andVHFlFMbands

broadcastingand

television broadcasting. To allowfor

the VHF andUHFbandsfor

technological advances
and

to accommodate
changing

international plansarereviewedevery

for sound

priorities of countries, the

20 to 30 years. Provision is alsomadefor

modifications to the plans. Procedures are laid down by which frequency assignments can
be modified or added to the existing plans. Affected countries have to be consulted and the

ITU hastobe

notified of all such modifications oradditions.The

current international

frequency assignment plans, which are included in Regional Agreements established by the
[TU and adopted by the involvedcountries, are the following:
3.3.1 MediumWaveSoundBroadcasting:GenevaPian

of 1975 for Africa,Europe

and Asia between5353 kHz and 1606,5 kHz.
3.3.2 VHF/FMSoundBroadcasting:GenevaPlan

of 1984for Africa andEurope

betwesn 87.5 MHz and 108 MHz.
3.3.3 VHF and UHF Television: Geneva Plan of 1989 for Africa and neighbouring

countries between 174 MHz to 254 MHz and 470 MHzto 854 MHz.
Any frequency plan mustcomply,
preparing
such
plans,

for

but specifically comply
with
the
above
mentioned
Regionhl

Agreementsandtheconventions,
Africa is aparty.Thesearecontained
adopted by the member

not only with the criteria establishedbytheITU

regulations and provisions of the ITU to whichSouth
in international treatiesestablishedbythe

ITU,

countries and are legally binding in being recognised by the IBA

Act in the Republic of South Africa as provided for insection 29(2) of the IBA Act.
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Broadcasting Frequency Bands Included in the Frequency Plan and its Usage
in South Africa

The following broadcasting frequency bands are included in the Frequency Plan.
e

AM-MF(MW) Sound Broadcasting 5353 - 1606,5 KHz

VHFlFM SoundBroadcasting

87,5 - 108 MHz

VHF Television Broadcasting 174 - 238 MHz; 246 - 254 MHz
0

UHF TelevisionBroadcasting

470 - 854 MHz

TheShortWave
(HF bands)are not pre-planned but only co-ordinatedoperationally
according to ITU rules of procedure. In South Africa, as in other countries lying between the
tropics of Cancer and Capricorn, a portion of the spectrum has been set aside for domestic
HF broadcasting.Here
too, there is no plan, but the ITU has laid down rulesand
procedures for frequency assignments in this band. As transmissions in the Tropical Bands
output power is restricted to 50 KW.
areintended for nationalcoverage,thetransmitter
Table 2 indicatesthevariousallocations to HF frequencyspectrum sound broadcasting
services in the country.
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High Frequency (HF) Sound Broadcasting:

HF (KHz)
13600

3900 - 4000

- 13800

15100 - 15600

5950 - 6200
7100 - 7300

17550 - 17900

9500 - 9900

21250-21850
25670 - 26100

11650-12050

HF Tropical Band (KHz)
3200 - 3400

2300 - 2498

5005 - 5060

4750 - 4995
HF single side band (KHz)

13570-13600

5900 - 7300
7300 - 7350

13800 - 13870

9400 - 9500

15600-15800
17480

11600- 11650

L

- 17550

18900 - 19020

12050 - 12100

Table 2: HF Broadcasting Frequency Bands Allocated to SA

3.4.1 MF-AM Broadcasting Band

The MF AM broadcasting band
120 channels

of

lies between 530 and 1606,s kHz, and is divided into

9 KHz bandwidth each. In South Africa, the first channel on 531 kHz

is not used for MF broadcasting as the frequency band 526.5
to mobile
telecommunications
service.
Three

- 535.5kHz is allocated

of the MF channels
have
been

designated as low power channels where the power may not exceed
medium to high powerMF-AM transmitting sitesare
Roodepoort,
Komga,
Ga-Rankuwa
and
Klipheuwel.
The

1 KW. Currently

located at Meyerton,Springs,
local authority and

environmental considerations often limit the establishment of high power MF stations
due to the large infrastructure associated with such stations and its interference impact
on electronic systems.
South Africa has 37 channels registered withthe ITU; of these 11 are in use with
powers between 10 KW and 100 KW. At the ITU Geneva '75 Conference for MF-AM
planning, it w2s resolved in the Final Acts that the provisions and resolutions adopted
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for the benefit of memberandnon-memberstatesshallnot

be appliedtothe

Government of the Republic of South Africa. The current MF-AM plan for South Africa
therefore does not have any protection in terms
of the ITU Plan. It is provided for in the
Authority’s three-year work plan to seek protection in the ITU Final Acts for the South
African plan. The plan can then be amended to suite our local need.

low power
frequencies
assigned
to

MF-AM plan
includes

The
South
African

Community Radio services. Low power for MW applies to 1 KW or lower powers. The
ITU planning principles allow fortheaddition

of lowpowerfrequencieswithoutthe

requirement for inclusion in the Regional Plan.
3.4.2 VHF-FM Sound Broadcasting Band

In the VHF FM sound-broadcasting band between 87,5 MHz and 108 MHz there are
204 channels,eachof

channels,plusadditional
whereeachnode

100 KHz bandwidth.Thesearegroupedinto

31 groups of 6

18 channels.Thegroupsdistributedinauniformlattice

means that at anyone

point relatestoatransmittingarea.This

transmitting site in an area the ITU plan provides for 6 channels or frequencies to be
available for assignment. In areas of greatest demand, 12 channels were assigned to
one area by combining 2 lattice node points. In order to provide national FM coverage
it was necessary to locate highpower transmitting stationsapproximately
apart. Although such a transmitting station

110 Km

may only have a coverage radius of

50 Km, interference from suchastationcanoccuroverhundreds

30

-

of kilometres. In

order to avoid mutual interference between stations operating on the same frequency,
it is necessary for the signal from the wanted station to

be between 37 dB and 45 dB

higher (i.e. 5 000 and 30 000 times stronger) than the interfering signal. Hence a high
power FM frequency can only be reused at a distance of close to
other hand, low power (for e.g.

500 Km. On the

1 watt) FM transmitters using the same frequency can

be situated some 10 km apart(dependingonthe

terrain and broadcasting antenna

characteristics and site height) due to its limited area of coverage and interference
impact.
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Due to constraints in receiver design, an average domestic FM radio receiver cannot
discriminate between frequencies less than three channels apart.This places a further
limitation onthe number of VHFlFM frequencies available for assignment in an area.

3.4.3 VHF TV Broadcasting Band
Tho, VHF television broadcasting band is between 174MHz and 238MHz and between

246 and 254MHz. It containsonly 9 frequencies of 8 MHz bandwidtheach, so a
uniform lattice with multiple frequencies (3) at each node cannot be formed and used
to assign frequencies on a national basis. These frequencies

have been assigned in

groups of 3 only to metropolitan areas and, where possible, alsoto rural areas, using a
method of foremost priority.
In the past, there has been a prohibition

of adding a NICAM (Near Instantaneously

Compounded Audio Multiplex) carrier fo: digital stereo sound to TV channel 13 (246 -

254fvIHz) due toitsinterference

to the publictrunkedmobile

radio communication

services located at 254 MHz and higher. The problem is made more noticeable by the
fact that channel 13 is used with a slightly offset vision carrier of

247.43MHz rather

than the standard 247.25MHz. This was originally done to avoid interference from the
residual vestigial colour sub-carrierto the international distress frequency on243 MHz.
Moderntelevisiontransmittersnolongerproduceanysignificantresidualvestigial
colour sub-carrier. A technical solution has been found to the interference problem to
mobiletrunkingservices.Thesolution

is to move the visionfrequencyby

300kHz

down to 247.13MHz and to apply the narrower PAL-B/G l'roll-offl1filtering instead of the
widerPAL-Iversion.Thissolutionhasbeen

tested andall concerned partieshave

accepted the results. The ICASA Council has approved the introduction of NICAM in
channel 13 as described above.
3.4.4 UHF TV Broadcasting Band

The UHF televisionbroadcasting band between 470 and 854 MHz contains
channels,each

of 8 MHz bandwidth,arrangedinto

48

12 groups of 4 channels.This

means that 4 channels are available for assignment at any one

transmitting site on a

national basis. In areas of greatest demand, 7 to 11 channels have beenassigned,
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once again by combining lattice node points or where both VHF and UHF channels
have been assignedto a particular area.
In terms of SABRE l{South Africa Sand Reallocation Exercise
854MHz
exclusively
is
allocated
extensivelybeing

l), the band 470 to

to television
broadcasting
services1o

and is

used for analoguetelevisionbroadcastingatthepresenttime.

SABRE 1 noted that if sharingwithtelecommunicationservicesisrequiredinthis
band, a further study would have to be carried out to determine feasibility, the sharing
criteria and appropriate protection ratios.
Themeeting

of TRASA (TelecommunicationRegulatoryAssociation

Africa) on a band planningexerciseforSouthernAfrica,which
Johannesburg in theApril

of Southern

took place in

2000, gavebirth to a TRASA studygroup being led by

South Africa to conduct a feasibility study and to developsharing criteria between
broadcasting and fixed wireless access and

mobile services in this band. The study

will take into account other sharing research available between broadcastingand other

services.
The impact of the introduction of Digital Terrestrial Television (DTT) broadcasting with
the factors discussed in section 2.10.3, would also have to be taken into consideration
by thisgroup.Theresults

of thestudywould

be madeavailableto

all interested

parties for comments.
3.4.5 Broadcasting Frequency Planning Principles

South Africa, as a signatoryto the ITU Convention, and more particularly having
accededtotheRegionalAgreementsconcerningVHF-FMSoundbroadcasting

and

VHF/UHF televisionbroadcasting, is obliged to adhere to theplanningprinciples
agreed to in the planning conferences organised by the ITU to pian the broadcasting
frequency bands.

~

lo

~

~-

See GG17983 Of 6 May, 1997 “ Revision of the South African Frequency ...”
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The existing frequency plans for FM and TV have been developed

on the basis of

providing essentially a full range of public broadcasting services to the majority of the
population. TheSouth

African frequencyplanscurrently

inuse

internationally accepted practices similar tothoseadopted
Asia. The current levels of spectrum usage in South

arebasedon

in Europe, Australia and

Africa are also consistent with

international practice. In tne USA, different planning principles are applied: in general
there is one iransmitter per transmitting antenna and less use
results in more restricTec! coverage2ndnigherlevels

of common sites, which

of mutua! interference being

experienced.
Frequenciesare

normailit ezsir;ne5 IC trsnsmitting stationsaccording

lattice in case

the VHF/FM and LJHF ininvision frequency bands. Frequencies are

0;

reused at a distance where t w r s \vi!! ba
stations operating on ths

SZIS

n?

to a uniform

narmfui interference between transmitting

irequmsy 07 en adjacent frequencies. Techniques are

used to insrease frecjuency s s q ? jensity, such as orthogonal polarisation and
irequensy oii-sei.
The SABC presently o p r s s s 20 nationai 07 regional FM sound broadcasting services
and 3 naiionai relevisior, services ( d m 3 0 F TV) from approximately 208 transmitting
sites across the country. 31 tbe a?pr3ximately 1431 sound broadcasting frequencies
contained in tne irequsnsy pian, the SABC mo,s 58%, community services use 25.6%
andthe privae szvic?s:

9 ~ E . k % f!

tne aq?roxirnately 1289 main television network

frequencies contained in the TV plzn, the SABC/BOP currently uses 32.8%, e-tv uses
10.6?6, Id-NetiCSN uses 7.90/6, TBN uses 0.8% and
there
are

47.9% spare

frequencies.

Issues that areimportant in frequency planning include definition of thearea to be
servedbyeachbroadcastin9

station, whethertheseareasmay

be or needs to be

served through the use of multiple frequencies or whether it is to be served by a single
transmitter, and decisiom abctut t~owmuch interfarence between services is tolerable,
and the grade of service to be provided to the listeners or viewers witnin the area to be
served. In the final instance, E frequency plan can consistof a number of combinations
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all ofwhichmay

to have a smaller
number
high
of

power transmitters, or a larger number of low power transmitters, or any combination
betweentheseextremes,inanyparticulargeographicarea,dependent

on the

particular needs, and considering the topography
in the area.
While it would be possible to avoid interference between broadcastersor transmitters
to each other,
by never using a frequency more than once nor using frequencies close
this is unrealisticbecauseveryfewservicescould

be established in thisscenario.

Frequencyre-use is therefore a standard feature of all frequencyplansand

is the

essence of the efficient use of the frequency spectrum. The plan attempts to manage
the problem of interference and accommodate the maximum number of frequencies
within a given area for a given amount of spectrum. The plan also takes accountof the
practical limits of coverage of stations imposed by factors suchas the physics of radio
wavepropagation,

limits ofradiatedpowerfromthestations,andperformance

characteristics
(selectivity
and
sensitivity)

of typical
receivers.
The
engineering

considerations of interferencepredictionandcoverageassessmentusuallyfollow
recommendations of the ITU. These recommendations draw on the pooled knowledge

of expertsworld-wide,which

is expressed in terms of guidelines,standardsand

parametersthathavebeenestablishedasprovidingprovenpracticalandrealistic
results.ICASAthereforehas

to establish a policy of defininglicenceareasto

be

served, and to plan accordingly.Interferenceorsignalstrengthcomplaintsabout
reception from listeners or viewers outsideof the licencelcoverage area of the station

is normally not considered.
This is generally known as an interference limited approach in assigning frequencies
and determining the coverage area of a particular broadcasting station,as opposed to
a noiselimitedapproach(wherethesignal
ambientnoiselevel).Thelatter

level isallowed to droptobelowthe

is considered to be inefficient in theuse of the

frequency spectrum.
Due to current spectrum utilisation in some areas, particularly in the VHF/FM band, it
has in certaincasesbeenpossibletoreceivebroadcasttransmissionsinareas
beyondtheintendedtargetarea

of transmittingstations,asbroadcastshavebeen

31
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mostly noise limited. As more frequency assignments are madeand new broadcasters
come on the air, services will no longer be noise limited but will become interference
limited. This means that although the prime target area of the transmitting station will
continue to receive satisfactory coverage, people in areas outside the target are who
in the past were able to receive transmissions, will no longer be able to do so due to
increased spectrum usage and the consequent increase
in interference levels.
Broadcasting signal distributors,andinparticularSentech,aremakinguse

of re-

broadcasting techniques (RBR) to provide programme feeds to transmitting stations.
In this processasignal

is receivedfromanadjacent

transmitting stationandre-

transmitted to the intended target area. The Authority (ICASA) did not use any criteria
to protectsuch

links fromanyinterference

of this plan.When

to be of either telecommunications

necessary, more and more use will have
satellite
facilities

in thecompilation

to provide
programme
feeds

links or

to transmitting stations
where

interference on RBR has become a problem.
In drawing up the FrequencyPlan,prioritywasgiven

to maximising the numberof

broadcasting
frequencies
available
assignment
for

to

Consequently,noprotectionagainstharmfulinterferencecan
frequencyoutputsignals

on homeequipmentsuchasvideo

broadcast
services.
be given to radio
cassette recorders

(VCR’s), satellite receivers, integrated receiver decoders (IRD’s) etc. operating in the
broadcasting services frequency bands.
In countries with a tradition of public broadcasting, systematic planning methods have

been applied on the basis that public services should be widely accessibleto all of the
population.Thisplannedapproachis

the oneadoptedbythe

[TU generallyandin

particular for planning of broadcasting services in Africa. This is the approach that has
beenusedforbroadcastingfrequencyplanning

in SouthAfrica,andwhichICASA

intends to continue applying (in compliance with ITU methods).
TheFrequencyPlan

is tobetreatedasalivingdocumentandavehicle

to assist

ICASA to facilitate the development of a broadcasting system which is responsive to
thechangingtechnicalandsocialenvironment,andwhich
achieve the primary objectsof section 2 the IBA Act.

will enableICASA

to
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Factors Restricting the Frequency Plan

A number of factors place restrictions on the Frequency Plan, being:
frequencies occupied by existing broadcasters;
the
need

to co-ordinate
broadcasting
frequencies
with
South
Africa's

neighbours;
0

therequirements of extendingthepublicbroadcastingservices

to areas

where they are at present not available;

the grandfather clauseof the IBA Act; and
0

demographic and topographic conditions.

Although broadcasters operating servicesbefore the promulgationof the IBA Act, are
guaranteed
continued
use

of their
frequencies
as

a result of theso-called

"grandfather" clausesof the IBA Act, section 52 of the Act gives ICASA the authority
to amend the conditions of a broadcasting licence as determined in Section 51(1) of
the IBA Act, as follows:
(a)

to suchextent

asmay

be necessary in theinterest

of orderlyfrequency

management, provided the amendment will not cause substantial prejudice

to the

licensee; or'l
(b) Yo such extent as may be necessitated by virtue

of any bilateral, multilateral or

international agreementor convention relating to broadcasting to which the Republic
is bound, whether asa party or otherwise".
Furthermore,internationalagreementsand

ITU RadioRegulationsrequirethat

all

medium and high power frequencies are co-ordinated with neighbouring territoriesso

as not to cause trans-border interference. This requires that any addition

of a new

frequency or relocation of a frequency of a medium or highpowerbroadcasting
station situated within approximately400 Km from the border of any of South Africa's
neighbours(Namibia,Botswana,Zimbabwe,Swaziland,MozambiqueorLesotho)
would require extensive bilateral negotiations.

00262701--C
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IBA Triple Inquiry Report: Influence on the Frequency Plan

The frequency plan is influenced by the requirements of the Triple Inquiry Report, as
approved bythe National Assembly.
The Triple Inquiry Report recommended that the eleven full spectrum language sound
broadcasting services of theSABCshould"reachatleast
speak the principal languageof

the stationwithin

80% of 'the people who

18 monthsand

90% withinfive

years". This requires further frequencies in those areas where the particular services
are still lacking.

The Triple Inquiry Report further states: "The Authorityis committed to finding ways of
ensuringthatall

official languagesareheardthroughout

the countrythrough

the

promotion of stations that reflect the realitiesof South Africa's integrated society, while
guaranteeing the development and useof all of its languages". In executing this policy,
almost all the available FM frequencies in urban areas have been utilised, leaving no
frequencies for other broadcasting services.
After six years of enacting this requirement, the current and planned expansion (March
2002) inpercentagepopulationcoveragefor

indicated in the Table3.

the SABClanguageservicesisas
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PBS SERVICE

PERCENTAGE POTENTIAL LISTENERS COVERED
PLANNED EXPANSION CURRENT SITUATION

(MARCH 2002)
IKWEKWEZI FM

47

67

LESEDI FM

78

85

42

71

THOBELA FM

73

78

UKHOZI FM

69

81

MOTSTWEDING FM

86

MUNGHANA LONENE FM

84

PHALAPHALA FM

79

RADIOSONDERGRENSE

87

LIGWALAGWA

FM

95
UMHLOBO WENENE FM

’

SAFM

79

Table 3: Current and Planned Expansionfor SABC Language Services
[Source: SABC, December 20011

Following the incorporationof the broadcasting services of the former so-called
TBVC
states,surplusfrequenciesmayhavebecomeavailableinsomeoftheseareas.
However, in general there is no scarcity of broadcasting frequenciesin the rural areas

of South Africa. The rationalisation of the sound broadcasting services

of the former

Bophuthatswana into the SABC is, however, important as far as making frequencies
available in Pretoria is concerned where thereis a scarcity of frequencies.
As far as sound broadcasting services are concerned,the question arises whether the

MF and/or FM bandsneed to be sectionalised to accommodateeach of the three
types of broadcasting licensees (public, private, and community)in a separate section
of the particular band. Sucha requirement will be impossible to achieve if the SABC is
to continue with its present number of full-spectrum language stations, and if all of

these are to be made availablein each area. (With a minimum frequency separationof
1,8 MHz betweenhighpowerstations

in the FM band,which

is requiredto
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accommodate transmitter multiplexing, eleven such stations would occupyall of the 20

MHz bandwidth of the FM band.)
Should the BopTV service coverage area be extendedin Gauteng, as proposedin the
White Paper on Broadcasting Policy, this will require further frequencies in an area
where already thereis a shortageof frequencies.
3.8 Coverage Area and Service Contours Levels

ITU provides the following definitions:
Coverage Areal'
The coverage area is defined by the ITU as the area within which the field strength
of a wanted transmitter is equal to or greater than the usable
field strength.
IBA Act provides the following definition:

License Areal2
The license area is defined in the IBA Act and it reads asfollows: "the geographical
targetareaofabroadcastingserviceas

specified in the relevantbroadcasting

license"
The determination of a coverage area is governed by the following
definitions of ITU:
"The area within which the field strength of the wanted transmitter is equal to
or greater than the usable field strength. In this area

the protection against

interferenceis provided for 99% of the time."
"Usable field strength is the minimum
value
necessary
to
guarantee
satisfactory service quality for at least99% of the time andin at least 50% of
thelocations,inthepresence

of naturalandman-madenoiseand

inthe

presence of interference from other transmitters."
"Minimum usable field strength is the minimum value necessary to guarantee
satisfactory service quality in the presence of natural and man-made noise
but in theabsence of interference from other transmitters."

"

See Final Acts GE 89

'* See IBA Act 153 of 1993 (Definitions)
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3.8.1 Minimum Usable Field Strength
The minimum usable field strength values to be used to calculate coverage,
using the associated technical parameters, are referred
to as the service
contours values andare specified in Table 4.
Rural Area

Urban Area

74 dBuV/m

80 dbuV/m

Monophonic

48 dBuV/m

60 dBuV/rn

StereoDhonic

54dBuV/rn

66dBuV/m

l

VHF(5and 111)

49 dBuV/rn

55 dBuV/m

II

UHF(Band IV)

58 dBuV/m

65 dBuV/m

UHF(BandV)

64 dBuV/rn

70 dBuVlm

MF

.

FM

~ T v

Table 4: Service Contour Values used in Determinationof Coverage Area

3.8.2

UsableCoverageArea(UsableFieldStrength)

Thecoverage

can becalculated for eachfrequency,using

technicalparameters,determiningtheeffect

the associated

of interferingtransmittersand

using the service contour valuesas defined in section 3.8.1.
Thecoveragecalculation

is based on a dataterrainmodeland

predictionmodel.Thepredictionmodel

a specific

must be applicabletothefrequency

band of operation. All interferencefromothertransmittingstationsmustbe
taken into consideration wheneverthis calculation is performed. This calculation
produces the usable (interference limited) service area.

The usable coverage area, as described in this section, must be used as the
basis for all demographic calculations such as percentage population
coverage figures.
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4 Broadcasting frequency assignments in the
Republic of South Africa
4.1 Sound Broadcasting Services

This
subsection
covers
the
frequency
assignments
for

the sound-broadcasting

services as defined by the ITU, for the categories used in the RSA, viz. VHF/FM and

MFIAM.

Thedescription

of thecategories,theirfrequencytablesandrelevant

definitions are given in the subsections tofollow.
4.1.1 VHFlFM

The frequencies and associated information referred to in this subsection are given in
Annexure A and relate to the frequency plan as

defined in the ITU Geneva Plan

of

1984 (GE84).
AllVHF/FMsoundtransmissionsareincluded.VHF/FMtransmissionsarethose,
which make use of frequency modulation and which operate in the band 87.5 to 108.0
MHz.
GE84 normally provides for

six frequencies per transmitting site or area. At

certain

transmitting sites or areas, seven or more frequencies have been assigned. This has
been made possible by assigning so-called additional channels
than one lattice node point. There are a

or by assigning more

total of 204 frequencies available in the FM

frequency band.
4.1.1.1 Definition of terms used in table
Station name

Theinternationallyco-ordinatedname

of the transmittingstation

or area

location. The name was decided upon usingthe following guidelines:
0

In cases where the site is located inor near a city, major town or suburb, the
respective name is used.
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0

In cases where it is not located near

__

a city or town the name of a relevant

hill, mountain or other well-known geographical feature is used.
0

In some cases, a station name has been used but the station does not

yet

exist, neither is there a development site. The station name in those cases
is a provisional name thatis associated with a theoretical lattice node point.

Latitude and Longitude
The nominalco-ordinates of thestation in degrees,minutesandseconds,
south and east. In those cases where a site has not yet been developed Le.
where the frequency is assigned to a theoretical lattice point, the co-ordinates
are thoseof the theoretical point.

Frequency (Freq)
The frequency is specified in megahertz (MHz).
ERP

Themaximumeffectiveradiatedpower.

In thecase ofan

omni-directional

antenna it is themaximum effective radiatedpower in anydirection. In the
case of a directional antenna it is the effective radiated power in the direction
of maximum gain. TheERP is specified in either watts(W) or kilowatts (kW).

Polarisation (Poi)
The
dominant
polarisation
mode

of the
transmitting
antenna,
while

transmission in the other mode is minimal, unless slant or circular polarisation
isspecified.Thedominantpolarisationisnormallyeitherhorizontal
vertical (V).

(H) or
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Programme Service (programme)

The programme service carried by the transmission. Some program services
do not have codes and are listed by the full programme service name in the
applicable appendix. The codes (where available) for the programme services
are as follows:
On-air Date

The date on whichthe transmitter went on the air.
Where the date is omitted, the frequency is either available for future use at
the station site

or available for re-assignment to a site in the vicinity of the

theoretical lattice point in the GE84 (See definition of “Status”). In the case of
some stations the on-air dates are not available.

tatu us'^
In this column it is indicated whether the frequency has been assigned
station that is already operational (OP or OPE). Alternatively,

to a

it is indicated

whether the frequency exists as either a spare frequency (SPA or

SP), Le. a

frequency, which may be used in the vicinityof an already developed site, or a
frequency that may be usedin the vicinity of a theoreticallattice node point.
A frequencystatusgivenaslicensed(LIC

assigned
to
broadcasting
a
licence
by
ICASA
but

or LI) meansthatithasbeen
that the technical

parameters has not yet beenfinalised or the broadcasting service is not yeton
air at this site. LIC / LI is an intermediate stage between SPA/ SP and OPE /
OP.
Astationstatus

given asICASAindicatesthataninvestigationintothe

assignment of that frequency is in process.

l 3 The status LI, SP and OP indicate that the frequencyhave not been coordinated internationally whilethe status LIC, SPA and
OPE have been co-ordinated.
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Stations with a status of OP, SP or .LI are stations in the national database
which have not yet been or arein the process of being internationally
co-ordinated as perGE84.
Category (Cat) l4

Inthiscolumn,thecategorisation

of thefrequencyassignmentisgiven

as

follows:

PBS - Public Broadcasting Service as per the definitionin chapter one of
the IBA Act 153 of 1993.
PTE -Private Broadcasting Serviceas per the definitionin chapter one

of the 1BA Act 153 of 1993.
COM - Community Broadcasting Service as per the definitionin chapter
one of the IBA Act 153 of 1993.
A blank category field indicates that the assignment has not been assigned

to any service.

4.1.2 MFIAM

The frequencies and associated informationreferred to in this section are given
in Annexure C and relate to the frequencybandfrom

5353 to 1606,5 kHz.

Although the Republic of SouthAfrica is not a signatory to the plan of ITU
GenevaPlan of 1975(GE75), thefrequencyregulatoryauthorityhasalways
abided by the technical provisions laid down
in the plan.
All medium-frequencyamplitudemodulation(MF/AM)typetransmissionsthat
exist in the Republic of SouthAfricaareincluded.Frequenciesassigned
theoretical stations and which are available
for future use are also included.

to
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4.1.2.1 Definition of Terms used in the Table
Station name

The standard name of the transmitting station.

The name has been decided

upon using the following guidelines:
In cases where the site is located in or near a city or major town, the name

of such cityor town is used.
In some cases the station does not yet exist, neither
site.Thestationname

is there a developed

is

in thosecasesisaprovisionalnamethat

associatedwiththenearestcity,town

or suburb,Whetherthename

is

provisional can be established from the entries in the “status” column. (See
definition of “Status”)
Latitude and Longitude

The co-ordinates of the station, in degrees, minutes and seconds, south and
east. In those cases where a site has not yet been developed, i.e. where the
frequency is assigned to a theoretical lattice point, the co-ordinates are those

of the theoretical point.
Frequency (Freq.)

The frequency is specified in kilohertz(KHz).
EMRP

The effective monopoleradiatedpower.This
antenna,multipliedbytheantennagainreferred
antenna in the horizontal plane.

”

See section 31 (2)(c) of the IBA Act 153 oi 1993

is thepowersupplied

to the

to that of ashortvertical
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Programme Services (Programme)
The programme service carriedby the transmissions. Some program services
do not have codes and are listed by the full programme service name in the
applicable appendix.

On-air Date
The date on which the transmitter went on the air.
Where omitted, the frequency is either available for future use at that station
site or available for assignmentto another site in the vicinity. (See definition of
“Status”).
Status

In this column it is indicated whether the frequency has been assigned

to a

station that is already operational (OPE). Alternatively, it is indicated whether
the frequency exists as either a spare frequency (SPA), i.e. a frequency, which
may be used in the vicinity of an already developed site, or a frequency that
may be used in the vicinity of a theoretical point.
A frequency status given as licensed(LIC) means that it has been assigned to

a broadcasting licence by ICASAbut that the technical parameters has not
yet
been finalised or theservice

is notyeton

air at thissite.

LIC isan

intermediate stage betweenSPA and OPE.
A stationstatusgivenas

ICASA indicatesthat

assignment of that frequency isin process.

an investigation in to the
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Category (Cat)l5

In this column, the categorisation of thefrequencyassignment

is given as

follows:
PBS - Public Broadcasting Serviceas per the definition in chapter one of

the IBA Act 153of 1993.

PTE -Private Broadcasting Serviceas per the definition in chapter one of
the IBA Act 153of 1993.

COM - Community Broadcasting Serviceas per the definition in chapter
one of the IBA Act 153of 1993.

A blank category field indicates that the assignment has notbeen assigned to
any service.
4.1.3 TechnicalStandardsandTransmissionCharacteristicsApplicableto

Sound Broadcasting Services

l5

See section 31(Z)(c)of the IBA Act 153 of 1993
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Channel Numbering in Band II
A

C

D

E

F

l--

87.6

32

90.7

!

87.7

33

i

87.8

I

93.9
97.2

)7

90.8

Ei4
t;5

94.0

)8

97.3

133

34

90.9

ti6

94.1

9

97.4

100.9
134

104.5
170

87.9

35

91.0

94.2 97.5100

101.0
135

104.6
171

I

88 O
.

36

91.1

101.1
136

104.7
172

)

88.1

37

91.2

ti7
t,8
ti9

1

88.2

38

91.3

-'0

94.4 97.7102

I

94.5

103

97.8

138

;

88.3

39

91.4

5'1

94.6

I04

97.9

101.4
139

1

88.4

40

91.5

7'2

94.7 98.0I05

0

88.5

1

$1

91.6

7'3

94.8

!06

98.1

101.6
141

1

88.6

1

$2

91.7

7'4

94.9

'07

98.2

101.7
142

2

88.7

1

$3

91.8

5'5

95.0

:08

98.3

143

3

88.8

1

14

91.9

7'6

95.1 98.4109

101.9
144

105.5
180

.4

88.9

15

92.0

7'7

95.2 98.5110

102.0
145

105.6
181

5

89.0

16

92.1

i'8

95.3 98.6111

102.1
146

105.7
182

16

89.1

17

92.2

i'9

95.4 98.7112

102.2
147

105.8
183

17

89.2

18

92.3

e10

95.5

113

102.3
148

105.9
184

18

89.3

19

92.4

EI1

95.6

98.9
114

102.4
49

106.0
185

19

89.4

50

92.5

E12

95.7 99.0115

102.5
50

106.1
186

!O

89.5

51

92.6

E13

95.8 99.1116

102.6
51

106.2
187

!I

89.6

52

92.7

E14

95.9

99.2117

102.7
152

188

106.3

!2

89.7

53

92.8

E15

96.0 99.3118

102.8
i53

189

106.4

23

89.8

54

92.9

E
36

96.1 99.4119

1W.9
154

106.5
.90

24

89.9

55

93.0

87

120
96.2 99.5

103.0
155

106.6
191

25

90.0

56

93.1

88

96.3 99.6121

103.1
156

106.7
192

26

90.1

57

93.2

89

96.4

99.7
122

103.2
157

106.8
193

27

90.2

58

93.3

90

96.5 99.8123

103.3
158

106.9
194

28

90.3

59

93.4

91

96.6

99.9
124

103.4
159

107.0
195

29

90.4

60

93.5

92

96.7

100.0
125

103.5
160

107.1
196

30

90.5

61

93.6

93

96.8

100.1
126

103.6
161

107.2
197

31

90.6

-62

93.7

-94

96.9

127

100.2

103.7
162

107.3
198

96

97.1

128

100.3

129

100.4

164

103.9

165

104.0

166

164
104.1 104.2

201 107.6

202

107.8
204
203
107.7 107.9

94.3

101

100.7
132

97.6

104.3
168
100.8

101.2
137

140

98.8

104.4
169

104.8
173
101.3

104.9
174
105.0
175

101.5

105.1
176
105.2
177
105.3
178
105.4
179

101.8

Additional channels:
97.0 95 93.8 63
103.8
163
100.6
130
107.5
200
107.4
199

Table 5: Channel Numbering in Band It

130

100.5

]
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4.1.3.2

FrequencyTolerances

Frequency tolerance is the maximum permissible departure from the specified carrier
frequency by the actual frequency the
of transmitted signal.
Transmitter frequency tolerance shallbe as set out in the table below:’

I Frequency
Band

I

1 Tolerance
~

535.5kHz to 1606.5kHz

1OHz

1606.5kHz to 29.7MHz

1OHz

87.5MHz
to

I08MHz

~

~~~

I 2000Hz 1 - ~

Table 6: Frequency Tolerancesfor Sound Broadcasting

4.1.3.3

SpuriousEmissionPowerLevels

This is an emission on a frequency or frequencies outside the necessary bandwidth
andwhichmay

be reducedwithoutaffectingthecorrespondingtransmission

of

information.Spuriousemissionincludesharmonicemission,parasiticemissions,
intermodulation products and frequency conversion products but exclude out

of band

emissions. The maximum permitted levelsof spurious emissions, in terms of the mean
powerlevel

ofany

spuriouscomponentsupplied

by atransmitter to theantenna

transmission line shall be as set out in table below:

Frequency Band
535.5kHz to 1606.5kHz

87.5MHz to 108MHz
Transmitter output power> 25W

60dB/1 mW

Transmitter output power< 25W

40dB125mW

Table 7: Spurious Emission Limits for Sound Broadcasting

STAATSKOERANT, 302002
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Transmission System

4.1.3.4

ThefollowingmaximumVHF/FMcarrierfrequencydeviationscausedbyfrequency
modulation will be allowed:
In respect of monophonic systems: 75kHz
In respect of stereophonic systems: 75kHz

4.2Television Broadcasting Services
This section covers the frequency assignments for the television broadcasting service

as defined by theITU. It covers the VHF and UHF bands.
The VHF band allocated to the RSA ranges from 174.0 to 254.0 MHz, excluding the
portion from 238 to 246 MHz, and is sometimes referred to as VHF Band I l l . It is to be
notedthat

the allocationforthe

RSAandtheneighbouring

states Botswana,

Mozambique,Malawi,Namibia,Zimbabwe,Lesotho,SwazilandandZambiaextends
to a higher frequency than the normal allocation for Region
1.

TheUHFbandrangesfrom470.0
Band IV andUHFBand

to 862.0 MHz. TheallocationagreeswithUHF

V allocated to ITURegion 1. In the RSA, theband for

televisionbroadcastingonlyextends

as faras 854 MHz. Abovethis,assignments

have been madeavailable to telecommunication services.
Frequenciesandassociatedinformationcontained

in this subsectionaregiven

in

Annexure E. They relate to the frequencyplan as defined in the ITU plan for television
broadcasting in mainly the African area, containedin ITU Geneva1989 Plan (GE89).
Frequenciesassignedto

TV lowpowerstationsareinvariably

Orthogonalpolarisation,relative

to thatofhighpowerstations,

increase frequency usage as a result

in the UHFband.
is used in orderto

of reduced interference levels with orthogonal

polarisation. Orthogonal polarisation and frequency offset is also used between high
powertransmissions to decreaseinterferenceexperiencedandincreasefrequency
use.

47
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4.2.1 Definition of Terms in the Table
Station Name

Theinternationallyco-ordinatedname

of the transmittingstation.Thename

was decided uponusing the following guidelines:
In cases where the site is located

in or near a city, major town or suburb,

the name of such city, town or suburbis used.
0

In caseswhere

it is notlocatednearacity

or townthename

of a

relevant hill, mountainor other well-known geographical feature is used.
0

In some cases, a station name has been used but the station does not yet
exist, neither is there a development site. The station name in those cases
is a provisional name that
is associated with a theoretical lattice node point.

Latitude and Longitude

Thenominalco-ordinates

of thestation,

in degrees,minutesandseconds,

south and east. In those cases where a site has not yet been developed, i.e.
where the frequency is assigned to a theoretical lattice point, the co-ordinates
are thoseof the theoretical point.
Vision frequency (Freq)

This is the frequency of thevisioncarrier

in megahertz (MHz): (Thesound-

carrierfrequency is not given, as it is 6 MHz abovethevisioncarrier
cases.)
Channel No (Chan)

The number of the frequency channel, accordingto the ITU designation.

in all
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The frequency offset from the nominal frequency given in the assignment plan
toreduceco-channelinterference.Theoffsetmay
frequency is greater than the nominal frequency

be positive (P), i.e. the

or negative (N), and i.e. the

frequency is less than the nominal frequency. The letters
bytheoffset

in twelfths of thelinefrequency

P or N are preceded

(e.g. 20P meansthat

the

frequency is 20/12 x 15.625 kHz above the nominal frequency).
ERP

Themaximumeffectiveradiatedpower.

In thecase of anomni-directional

antenna it is the maximum effective radiated powerin any direction. In the case
of adirectionalantenna

it istheeffectiveradiatedpowerin

the direction of

maximum gain. The ERP is specified in either watts (W) or kilowatts (kW) and
is sometimes rounded offto the nearest integer.
Polarisation (Pol)

Thedominantmode

of thetransmittingantenna,whilethereisminimal

transmission in the other mode. The dominant polarisation

is either horizontal

(ti)or vertical (V).
Programme Service (Programme)

The programme service carriedby the transmission.

On-air Date
The date on which the transmitter went on the air.
Where omitted, the frequency is either available for future use at the station site
or available for assignmentto a site in the vicinity of the theoretical lattice point.
(See definition of “Status”).

00262701-D
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Status

In this column, it is indicated whether the frequency has been assigned
broadcastinglicenseethat

to a

is alreadyoperational(OPE).Alternatively,itis

indicated whether the frequency exists as either a spare frequency (SPA), i.e. a
frequency which may be used in the vicinity of an already developed site, or a
frequency that maybe used in the vicinity of a theoreticallattice node point.
A frequency status given as licensed (LIC) means that it has been assigned to

a broadcasting licence by ICASA but that the technical parameters has not yet
been finalised or the service is not yet on air at this site. LIC

is an intermediate

stage between SPA andOPE.
A stationstatus

given as ICASAindicatesthatan

investigation intothe

assignment of that frequency is in process.
Category (Cat)

In this column, the categorisation of the frequency assignment is
given as follows:

PBS Public Broadcasting Service as per thedefinition in chapter
one of the IBA Act 153 of 1993.
0

PTE Private Broadcasting Service as per the definition in chapter one
of the IBA Act 153 of 1993.

0

COM Community Broadcasting Service as per the definition in

chapter one of the IBA Act 153 of 1993.
A blank category field indicates that the frequency has not been assigned

any service.

to

~~
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4.2.2TechnicalStandardsandTransmissionCharacteristicsApplicableto
Television Broadcasting Services
4.2.2.1 Channel Numbering in Band 111 (174

Channel

Channel Limits

No.

I
I

I

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

- 238MHz and 246 - 254MHz)
Vision Carrier Frequency
(MHz) ,

(MHz)

I

I
I

174 - 182
182 - 190
190- 198
- 206
206 214
214 - 222
222 - 230
230 - 238
246 - 254

I

-

I
I
12

175.25
183.25
191.25
199.25 198
207.25
21 5.25
223.25
231.25
247.1316

Table 8: Channel Numbering in Band 111

16

Refer to Section 3.4.3 for explanation to the nowstandard vision carrier frequencyof channel 13.

~

~

-7

-~

1
1

51
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Channel Numbering in Band IV/V (470 854MHz)

31

550 - 558

551.25

32

558 - 566

559.25

33

567.25

34

574 - 582

35

582 - 590

583.25

36

- 598

591.25 590

37

- 606
- 61 4

599.25 598

566 574

38 606

I
.

I
I
I

39
40
41

I
I
I

42
43
44
45

I

30 JULY 2002

46
47

I

6

61 - 622
622 - 630
630 - 638
638 - 646

- 654
654 - 662
- 670
670 - 678
678 - 686

575.25

-1

607.25

I
I
I

5.25

I
I
I

61
623.25

~

~

631.25
639.25
647.25 646
655.25
663.25 662

I

671.25
679.25

48

686 - 694

687.25

49

694 - 702

695.25

~~

~

I
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Vision Carrier Frequency

(MHz)
703.25
711.25
719.25
727.25

-

735.25
743.25
751.25
759.25
767.25
775.25
783.25
791.25
799.25
807.25
815.25
822 830

-

823.25

830 - 838

831.25

838 - 846

839.25

- 854

847.25

846

Table 9: Channel Numbering in Band 1VN

FrequencyTolerances

4.2.2.3

For both VHFand UHF TV bands, the toleranceshall be 500Hz

Spurious Emission PowerLevels

4.2.2.4

Frequency band

I

174 - Z4MHZ and 470 - 854MHz

T x d p > 25W
Txdpc25W

Spurious Emission Level

I

60dB/lmW

40dBI25pW

Table 10: Spurious Emission Power Levels for Television Broadcasting

1
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~-

Terrestrial Self- HelpStationsAssignments

Self-help broadcasting relay transmitting stations are transmitting stations established,
owned and operated by entities such as municipalities, farmers associations, business
programmeservicetoanareawhere

is to relaya

of aself-helpstation

organisationsandindividuals.Thepurpose

the programmeservice

receivedthrough the regulartransmissions, i.e.where

Gannot easily be

the coverage is insufficient.

Self-help broadcasting relay transmitting stations are extensions of the broadcaster’s
network and have been operating under

the broadcaster’s license. The broadcasters

involved are theSABC, e-tv and M-Net.
Self-help
relay
transmitting
stations
are
used

for both
sound
and
television

broadcasting. It is envisaged that the need for self-help stations will continue, even
withtheavailability
stationswillprobably

ofKU-bandsatellitetransmission.Thepurposeofself-help
shift fromprovidingcoverage

in areaswherecoveragefrom

terrestrial stations is lacking to facilitating lower-cost communal reception.
4.3.1 Sound Broadcasting(VHFIFM)

This
section
covers
self-help
stations
that
relay

VHF/FM sound-broadcasting

programme service. They operate in the regular VHF/FM band, i.e. between 87.5 and
108.0 MHz. (TherearenostationsthatrelayMF/AMbroadcastingservices.)The

frequency of the regular transmission of the broadcasting service is usually translated
to another frequency in the bandbefore it is broadcasted by the self-help station.

Frequency assignmentsin this category are given in AnnexureB.
4.3.1.1

Definition of terms used in table
Station Name

The standard name of the transmitting station. The name was decided upon
using the following guidelines: In cases where the site is located near a city
or major town, the name of such city or town is used together with the name

No. 23695
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of relevant institution, farm, hill, mountain or other well-known geographical
feature
Latitude and Longitude

The co-ordinates of the station, in degrees, minutes and seconds, south and
east.
Frequency (Freq)

The frequency in megahertz(MHz).
ERP

The maximum effective radiated power.

In the case ofanomni-directional

antenna it is the maximum effective radiated power in any direction. In the
case of a directional antennait is the effective radiated powerin the direction

of maximum gain. The ERP is specified in watts (W).
Polarisation (Pol)
Thedominantpolarisationmode

of the transmitting antenna, with minimal

transmission in the other mode. The dominant polarisation is usually vertical

(VI.
Programme Service(programme)

The programme service carried
by the transmission.

On-air-Date
Thedateonwhichthetransmitterwentontheair.
transmitter is not yet on the air,it is the planned date.

In the case where the

55
-
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Status

In this column it is indicated whether the frequency has been assigned to a
broadcasting service and a station that is already operational (OP).
Category (Cat)

In this column, the categorisation

of thefrequencyassignment

is given as

follows:

PBS - Public Broadcasting Serviceas per the definition in chapter one of
the IBA Act 153of 1993.
PTE -Private Broadcasting Service as per the definition in chapter one of

the IBA Act 153 of 1993.
0

COM - Community Broadcasting Service as per the definition
in chapter

one of the IBA Act 153 of 1993.
4.3.2 Television Broadcasting

Self-helpstations in thissectionareusedforboth

VHF andUHFtelevision

broadcagting. The relay station may operatein the UHF band if the main transmitting
stationoperates in the VHF band and viceversa.However,therelaystationonly
operates in the VHF bandin special cases.
Frequency assignments inthis category are givenin Annexure F.
4.3.2.1

Definition of Terms Used in Table
Station Name

The standard name of the transmitting station. The name was decided upon
using the following guidelines:In cases where the site is located near a city,
or town the name of such city or town is used together with the name of a
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relevantinstitution,farm,hill,mountain

orotherwell-knowngeographical

feature.
Latitude and Longitude

The co-ordinates of the station in degrees, minutes and seconds, south and
east.
Vision Freq. (Freq)

Thefrequency of thevisioncarrierinmegahertz(Mt-fz).(Thesound-carrier
frequency is not given,as it is 6 MHz above the vision carrier in all cases.)
Channel No (Chan)

The numberof frequency channel, accordingto the ITU designation.
ERP

The maximum effective radiated power. In the cases ofan omni-directional
antenna it is the maximum effective radiated power in any direction. In the
case of a directional antenna it is the effective radiated power in the direction
of maximum gain. The ERP is specified in watts (W).
Polarisation (Pol)

of the transmitting antenna,
while

The
dominant
polarisation
mode

transmission in the othermodeisminimal.Thedominantpolarisation
either horizontal (H)or vertical (V).
Offset

Thefrequencyoffsetfrom
channelinterference.

the nominalcarrierfrequency
In themajority

to reduceco-

of cases,self-helprelaystations,

is

57
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because of the low e.r.p. employed and the type of equipment used, have a
lessstrictfrequencytolerance

than main
and
gapfiller
stations.
This

precludes the use of offset and is indicated byNONE (no offset) in the table.
Programme Service (Programme)

The programme servicecarried by the transmission.
On-air Date

The date on which the transmitter went on the air.In the case of transmitters
not yet onthe air, itis the planned date.
Status

In this column it is indicated whether the frequency has been assigned to a
station that is already operational (OP).
Category (Cat)
,I#

In this column, the categorisation of the frequency assignment

is given as

follows:
PBS - Public Broadcasting Serviceas per the definitionin chapter one of
the IBA Act 153 of 1993.
0

PTE -Private Broadcasting Service as per the definition in chapter one of

the IBA Act 153 of 1993.
0

COM - Community Broadcasting Serviceas per the definition in chapter
one of the IBA Act 153 of 1993.
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